AQIP:  Dev-Ed Tracking Meeting  
August 29, 2006, Room ICB 2705

Attendees: Steve Rummel, Lydia Cochran, Julie Fraser, Gayle Johnson, Nancy Logsdon, Rob Mawyer, Anita Moore, Joan Newgren, Kathleen Riepe, Dana Rosenberg, Jennifer Swartout, Deb Wentzel
Guests: Chris Riley, Paul Folger, Allan Saaf
Absent: Tom Clemens, Lisa Cole, Teal Kaufman, Jami Spencer

Steve brought the meeting to order at 3:00. Minutes from August 10, 2006 were reviewed. Rob Mawyer made a motion to approve the minutes. Jennifer Swartout seconded the motion. The motion was passed and carried.

Consensus was reached to cancel the December 12, 2006 meeting. The group decided to continue to meet every other week.

Discussion began about the homework. Steve made a suggestion of creating a structure that any group could be put into and see what happens. He suggested that the definition of goals might be the role of Student Success Committee. He also put forth for discussion a concept of:
   Success = Meeting Goals. The committee then discussed Classroom success – focus on outcomes might be decided. Student goals/success vs. outcomes was the next topic – had students met goals or made progress toward goals. How do we measure success – did students achieve or not – “did they pass” might not be enough. A consideration to table individual goals was presented.

Dana will look into initial levels – where are we now? Also, discussion continued regarding: “What questions do we want asked and answered?”

Steve introduced Star Plots as a way to display outcomes for a course. Committee will decide on desirable and undesirable outcomes. Steve will have a complete Star Chart to better fully explain the concept, next time. A request was made to Allan Saaf regarding the purchase of the S+ program which will do Star plots.

Homework for next time: What demographics deserve “stars”?

A motion was made by Lydia Cochran to adjourn. Motion was seconded by Jennifer Swartout.

Meeting was adjourned at 4:00 p.m.